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==================== 
II. Version History 
==================== 
V.1.02 - 01/07/2007: Corrected a few spelling mistakes. 

V.1.01 - 04/10/2006: I found out that the VBA code is actually  
                     Random, so i'm putting a litle code hacking 
                     guide, specifically for the HG Games. 

V.1.00 - 03/10/2006: FAQ Completed 

V.0.90 - 03/08/2006: "Getting friends with Won" section added 

V.0.50 - 03/03/2006: Finished sections: VI, VII and III 

V.0.01 - 03/02/2006: Started FAQ, just got all the basic info in it. 

=========== 
III. About
=========== 
------ 
1. Me
------ 

First, I'm not from an English speaking country, so if you find any  
grammar errors, please send them to me so that I can fix it. This is  
also my first submission so go easy on me. ;) 
I live in Brazil and am a fan of Harvest Moon since the SNES game. 
That's about it o_O 

----------- 
2. The FAQ
----------- 

Harvest Moon: More Friends of Mineral Town is a Farming simulator.  
You play the role of a girl who is tricked in buying a ranch in Mineral  
Town. Getting there you find that the field is full of stones and stumps  
and grass. Your mission is to make that field usable, plant and grow  
seeds on it and succesfully make money. For that you'll also need to to  
make friends in Mineral Town, and also marry one of the 8 bachellors  
available and have a big happy family. 

Although, this FAQ Concentrate on the Harvest Goddess Games, by showing  
and how to win at them, the prizes and how to make the best of use of  
said prizes. 



========================== 
IV. Harvest Goddess Games 
========================== 

There are two H.G. Games, the High-Low Game and the R-P-S Game. You can  
get some high profit from those games by shipping the prizes or selling  
them to Won. 

----------------- 
1. High-Low Game 
----------------- 

- About the Game: 

To play this game turn your TV in the Variety Channel (Left Channel)  
during the first 5 days of each year. This game can be played up to  
five times a day. You can rack up to 25 MILLION G by getting 5 band-aids 
per day. 

This game is simple. The Goddess will show you a number between 0 and 9,  
you have to guess if the next number will be higher or lower than the  
shown number. If you get it right then you have to make the next guess  
based on the number you got right. If you don't get it right the game  
ends and you get a prize (or not). There's also a chance the number will 
be equal to the one shown. 

- Strategy: 

If the number is 0  the next one will be higher or equal. 
If the number is 1 or 2 the next one will likely be higher. The chances  
of being lower are very slight. 
If the number is 3 or 4 it's better if you say it'll be higher, but  
there is a considerable chance of being lower. 
If the number is 5 or 6 it's better if you say it'll be Lower, but there  
is a considerable chance of being higher. 
If the number is 7 or 8 the next one will likely be lower. The chances of  
being higher are very slight. 
If the number is 9  the next one will be Lower or equal. 

And you can always use an emulator with save-state to get the prize you  
want, but the number is chosen randomly by the game. 

- Prizes: 

Are based on how many times you got the numbers right. 

1:     Nothing 
2:     A type of Grass 
3-9:   Rice Cake or Buckwheat Flour 
10-14: Relaxation Tea Leaves 
15-19: Sun Block 
20-24: Skin Lotion 
25-29: Facial Pack 
30-39: Perfume 
40-49: Dress 
50-59: Golden Lumber 
60-69: Fish Fossil 
70-79: Pirate Treasure 
80-89: Ketchup Recipe 



90-99: French Fries 
100:   High/Low 100 wins (Band-aid) 

- Best uses for the prizes: 

The grass and the flour can be cooked or given as present. The sprites  
like their respective grass colors and love flour. 
Rice cake can be given as a present. Barley and Ellen like it. 
Relaxation Tea Leaves can be cooked or given to the sprites as a present. 
Sun Block, Skin Lotion, Facial Pack, Perfume and Dress are a good present  
for girls and may be sold for money. 
Golden Lumber makes people hate you, so the use for it is selling to Won  
for 57,000 G. 
Fish Fossil can be shipped for 5,000 G. Sell to Won for possible 30% more. 
Pirate Treasure can be shipped for 10,000 G. Sell to Won for possible 20% more. 
Ketchup Recipe contain de recipe for ketchup (duh). Sell to Won for 67,000 G. 
French Fries is the recipe for said food. Sell to Won for 77,000 G. 
The Band-Aid can be given to any of the Bachelors for a great plus for their  
relationship. A better use for it would be selling it to Won for 1,000,000 G. 

--------------------------- 
2. Rock-Paper-Scissor Game 
--------------------------- 

- About the Game: 

To play this game you must have the Vacation House. Every Saturday you'll be  
able to play it ONLY ONCE per week on the Variety Channel (Left Channel).  
You can get 1 Million G per week by getting the R-P-S Certificate. And  
it's also a good idea to get the Elli Leaves, they're the best recovery item. 
The classic "Ja-Ken-Po" game. You'll chose one of the three: Rock, Paper  
or Scissors.  
To gain access to the Town Cottage, you must have 100,000,000 G and 999  
Lumber pieces, then ask Gotz to build it. It will be built in the vancant 
lot beside Saibara's Shop in front of Poultry Farm. 

- Strategy: 

There's really no strategy for this game, you got to have some luck, just  
remeber that Rock wins over Scissors, Scissors wins over Paper and Paper  
wins over Rock. 

It's a good Idea to save before you try playing it, since it's a once per  
week chance. 

Like with the High-Low game, save-states help, but again it's random. 

- Prizes: 

Are based on how many times you won. 

1:     Nothing 
2:     A type of Grass 
3-9:   Rice Cake or Buckwheat Flour 
10-19: Elli Leaves 
20-29: Alexandrite 
30-39: Pink Diamond 
40-49: Mythic Stone 



50-59: Unused Item 
60-69: Unused Item 
70-79: Unused Item 
80-89: Unused Item 
90-99: Unused Item 
100:   R-P-S Certificate 

- Best uses for the prizes: 

The grass and the flour can be cooked or given as present. The sprites  
like their respective grass colors and love flour. 
Rice cake can be given as a present. Barley and Ellen like it. 
Elli Leaves are the best Stamina/Fatigue recovery item, get lots of these.  
They're best used in the mines to get to the last floor. 
Alexandrite and Pink Diamond can be shipped for 10,000 G. Sell to Won for  
possible 30% more. 
Mythic Stones can be used for upgrading your tools to the last level. Can  
be sold for 20,000 G. Sell to Won for possible 30% more. 
The Unused Items can be sold to won. The price ranges from 580,000 G to  
970,000 G. The more wins, bigger the price. 
The R-P-S Certificate can be sold to Won for 1,000,000 G. 

============================= 
V.   Getting friends with Won 
============================= 

Won will be your main money maker throught the H.G. Games. To activate the 
selling option you'll have to become friends with him. For that you'll want 
to give him one of these: 
- Golden Eggs (Win Chicken Sumo Contest + 8-10 hearts) 
- Golden Lumber (One of the High-Low Prizes) 
- Orihalcon (Floor 10+) 
- Apples (The tree in your farm give them in the Fall) 

After that go in Zack's house and you might activate the trigger event where 
Won will tell you he'll start buy stuff you bring him. He will buy most of the 
things you can't ship through Zack, such as foods you cooked, flowers, items  
you get as gifts, etc. 
Won will also buy item that can be shipped through Zack and you might get a  
30% bonus from him. 

==================== 
VI.   VBA Code Guide 
==================== 

Just as I suspected, the codes changes randomly every time the game is 
loaded, but it's easy to get a new code. The values are the same 
though. 

I'll try to teach how to hack the code here. Since I'm no professional  
hacker, I can't make a fixed code (I believe there's no way to do so,  
since the code is random). And this aplies for both HG games... And don't  
worry, it's easy to do it. 

First load the game, with no cheats active, go to your last save state 
or saved game, go to the TV and play the game. Use save states and win 
3 times. 



Now begins the hacking part, open the "search cheat" window, the 
sttings you'll put are these: 
Specific Value 
8-bits 
Equal
Signed 
Update Values 

Now click start, and put 3 in the box and click search. If there are 
too much results, go back and win another one, put 4, if too many 
results, repeat until you have 1 to 20 results. 

Now, all you have to do is to go back to the game win another time 
(just to be sure go past the "Correct!" line) then go back to the 
search cheat window, and search for the code that has a "New Value" 
thats is 1 more than the "Old Value". 

And check to see if there are more codes that has the same change, if 
there is, just go back win another, and search for the code that has 2 
more, and so on if you get the same change. But it's somewhat rare of 
happening.

That should be your could until you load another game, or close the 
VBA. Select that code, click add code. A new window will pop-up, the 
code will be there (copy it if you want more than one of the prizes) 
the value you will put there is the number of win NOT ON HEXADECIMAL. 
If you want the 100 wins prizes, just put 100 in the "Value Box". 

Of course you will have to repeat the process everytime you load the 
game, but you will see it's not hard. It takes about 5 minutes to get 
the code. 

* YYYYYYYY is the code you'll find, xx is the value you put for the  
prize in hexadecimal 

Harvest Goddess High-Low result modifier: 
YYYYYYYY:xx 

Values for xx: 
00-01: nothing 
02:    a type of grass/herb 
03-09: rice cake or buckwheat flour 
0A-0E: Relaxation Tea Leaves 
0F-13: Sun Block 
14-18: Skin Lotion 
19-1D: Facial pack 
1E-27: Perfume 
28-31: Dress 
32-3B: Golden Lumber 
3C-45: Fish Fossil 
46-4F: Pirate Treasure 
50-59: Ketchup Recipe 
5A-63: French Fries 
64:    High/Low 100 wins (Band-aid) 



Harvest Goddess R-P-S wins modifier 
YYYYYYYY:xx 

Values for xx: 
00-01: nothing 
02: a type of grass/herb 
03-09: rice cake or buckwheat flour 
0A-13: Elli Leaves 
14-1D: Alexandrite 
1E-27: Pink Diamond 
28-31: Mythic Stone 
32-3B: Unused Item 
3C-45: Unused Item 
46-4F: Unused Item 
50-59: Unused Item 
5A-63: Unused Item 
64: R-P-S Certificate 

================= 
VII. Disclaimers 
================= 

Harvest Moon: More Friends of Mineral Town are copyright to Natsume. 

This FAQ is copyrighted to me, if you want to use it, ask first. 

This may be not be reproduced under any circumstances except for  
personal, private use. It may not be placed on any web site or  
otherwise distributed publicly without advance written permission.  
Use of this guide on any other web site or as a part of any public  
display is strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright. 

This document is copyright Haste Bro and hosted by VGM with permission.


